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2I. IntrodutionA reord of a data sequene yn, n = 1; 2; : : : ; N , is assumed to be omposed of uniformlyspaed samples of a sum of exponential damped signals y�n and measurement noise wn. That isyn = y�n + wn;y�n = KXk=1xkeskn�t = KXk=1(akei�k)e(�dk+i2�fk)n�t;n = 0; : : : ; N � 1; (I.1)where i = p�1, K is the model order, whih is unknown, and �t is the onstant samplinginterval. The values y�n are alled true signals and yn observed signals. The objetive is toestimate the model order K and the parameters, whih are frequenies fk, damping fators dk,amplitudes ak, and phases �k, k = 1; : : : ;K.Two most ommonly used methods for estimating the model order and the parameters are theKumaresan-Tufts' linear predition (LP) method [4℄, [5℄ and the HSVD method [1℄, [6℄.The LP method �rst sets up the bakward linear predition equations0BBBBBBB� y1 y2 � � � yMy2 y3 � � � yM+1... ... � � � ...yL yL+1 � � � yN�1
1CCCCCCCA0BBBBBB� b1b2...bM

1CCCCCCA = �0BBBBBB� y0y1...yL�1
1CCCCCCAor Ab = �hwhere b is the vetor of bakward predition oeÆients and yn denotes the omplex onjugateof yn. If the data is noiseless, the predition-error �lter polynomialB(z) = 1 + b1z�1 + b2z�2 + � � �+ bMz�Mwill have zeros at esk , k = 1; 2; � � � ;K if M is hosen to satisfy the inequality K �M � N �K.These zeros, alled signal zeros, fall outside the unit irle. If M > K, B(z) has M �K otherzeros alled extraneous zeros whih will always fall within the unit irle. In the presene of noisein the data, the above proedure is shown experimentally still valid to estimate sk's. However,A will have full rank and M �K olumns of A tend to be losely dependent. To alleviate thisill-onditioning problem, the SVD of A is omputed and trunated by setting the smaller singularvalues of A to zero [4℄.April 6, 2000 DRAFT



3The HSVD method arranges the data yn into a Hankel matrix A 2 CL�M , L � M > K,N = L+M � 1, 0BBBBBBB� y0 y1 � � � yM�1y1 y2 � � � yM... ... � � � ...yL�1 yL � � � yN�1
1CCCCCCCA :The SVD of A is omputed and trunated by setting the smaller singular values of A to zero,similar to the proedure of LP. Suppose the rank K 0 trunated SVD of A is UK0�K0V HK0 , whereH denotes omplex onjugate. A matrixZ 0 = (I + uuH=(1 � uHu))(UK0)#H(UK0)"is then obtained, where u is the bottom row of UK0, I is the K 0 �K 0 identity matrix, and (UK0)",(UK0)# are matries derived from UK0 by deleting the �rst row and last row, respetively. Theestimates of the frequenies and damping fators are derived by diagonalizing Z 0. Finally, theamplitudes and phases are estimated by linear least squares �tting of (I.1). See [1℄, [6℄ for moredetails.The LP and HSVD methods onstitute the so alled blak-box methods: they require noprior knowledge. However, it is known that when some of the noise omponents wn are large,i.e., the SNR is small, these methods may break down. The SNR at whih this takes plae isalled breakdown SNR. In addition, the gap between small and large singular values of A beomesunlear, whih makes it very diÆult to orretly estimate the model order. The situation an beimproved by imposing prior knowledge on the model parameters, whih auses the Cramer-Rao(CR) bounds to derease and lowers the threshold SNR. For more details see [2℄Reently, a new algorithm, alled Strutured Nonlinear Total Least Norm (SNTLN), has beendeveloped [8℄, [9℄, [10℄. A theoretial justi�ation and omputational testing of the SNTLNalgorithm on�rm that it is an eÆient method for solving strutured overdetermined systemsby minimizing strutured perturbations in the disrete Lp norm, where p = 1; 2; or 1 [9℄, [10℄,[11℄. In the next setion, we will disuss how SNTLN an be applied to estimation of the modelorder and the parameters in (I.1). Then in Setion III, the omputational results, whih omparethe performane of the SNTLN based methods with that of the HSVD and the LP methods, aresummarized, and the advantage of the SNTLN methods disussed.April 6, 2000 DRAFT



4II. Formulation of the SNTLN based methodSine the model order K is unknown, to apply SNTLN, we �rst hoose a predition order M ,where M should be large enough suh that M � K. We assume that the orret signal y�n isrepresented by (I.1) with M possible terms (rather than K), but with M �K of the amplitudesak = 0. The model order is then determined by identifying the zero amplitudes in the omputedsignal. Eqn. (I.1) an be rewritten as A(�)x � y; (II.2)where y = (y0; : : : ; yN�1)T ; � = (�1; : : : ; �M )T ;�k = �dk + i2�fk; A(�)jk = e�kj�t;x = (x1; : : : ; xM )T ;k = 1; : : : ;M; j = 0; : : : ; N � 1;M is the predition order, and N > M � K.To solve this problem, we minimize the following:min�;x  r(�; x)D(�� �̂) p ; p = 1; 2;1; (II.3)where r(�; x) = y�A(�)x, �̂ is an initial estimate of the parameter vetor �, and D is a diagonalmatrix of positive weights. We ompute the minimum solution to (II.3) iteratively by linearizingr(�; x): r(�+��; x+�x) = r(�; x)�A(�)�x� J(�; x)��; (II.4)where �� and �x represent small hanges in the elements of � and x respetively, and J(�; x)is the Jaobian, with respet to �, of A(�)x. Let A(�)k represent the kth olumn of A(�). ThenJ(�; x) = r�(A(�)x) = MXk=1xkr�(A(�)k): (II.5)The SNTLN method is summarized in Algorithm SNTLN.An initial estimate of �̂ is needed to start the iterative proedure. We will show how this valuean be obtained, in Setion III. The values of the diagonal weight matrix D are hosen aordingto the error levels in the data and how good the initial estimate of �̂ is, and they an be usedto �ne tune the algorithm. The omputational method by whih Step 2a is arried out dependson the value of p. For p = 2, the least squares problem is solved. For p = 1 or 1, Step 2a isApril 6, 2000 DRAFT



5Algorithm SNTLNInput { Matries A(�), r�ak, 1 � k �M , D, vetor b, initial estimate �̂, and tolerane tol.Output { �, residual vetor r, and vetor x1. Set � = �̂, ompute x from (II.3) with A = A(�), J(�; x), and set r = b�A(�)x.2. repeat(a) minimize�x;�� G0B� �x�� 1CA+0B� �rD(�� �̂) 1CAp ;where G = 0B� A(�) J(�; x)0 D 1CA.(b) Set x := x+�x, � := �+��.() Compute J(�; x), A(�), r = b�A(�)x.until (k�xk � tol and k��k � tol)solved as a linear program. To further improve robustness of the SNTLN1 algorithm, boundsan be imposed on �, whih an easily be imposed as onstraints. It has been shown that thisalgorithm will always onverge [11℄.The following theorem explains how the SNTLN algorithm for exponential modeling withunknown model order works.Theorem 1: Suppose x� is the solution to the following zero residual overdetermined systemAx = b; (II.6)where A is an m� n, m > n, matrix. Now onsider the following two systemsA1y = b; (II.7)where m� l matrix A1, l < n, is a submatrix of A, andBz = b; (II.8)where B is an m� q, m > q, matrix, and has A as its submatrix. If A and B have full rank thenthe following results hold:(a) Let y� denote the vetor with n� l omponents onsisting of elements of x� that orrespondto olumns of A not in A1. The Eqn. (II.7) has a solution only if y� = 0;April 6, 2000 DRAFT



6(b) The elements z�j , j = 1; : : : ; q, of the solution to (II.8) are given as follows:z�j = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: x�i if the jth olumn of B isthe ith olumn of A,0 if the jth olumn of B is nota olumn of A,where x�i is the ith element of x�.Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that A1 onsists of the �rst l olumns of A,and that the �rst n olumns of B are given by A.To prove (a), note that if the last n� l elements of x� are not all zeros and (II.7) has a solutionthen (II.6) has two distint solutions. This ontradits the fat that A has full rank.Similarly, sine B has full rank, z� =  x�0m�(q�n) ! is the only solution to (II.8).In Eqn. (II.2), the matrix A(�) has Vandermonde-like struture exept that the �rst row isnot all 1's. It has full rank if the elements of � are distint.Theorem (1) shows that if there is no noise in the data, after solving (II.2) the xk orrespondingto the non existent frequeny fk and damping fator dk will be zero. If there is noise in the data,being applied to (II.2), the SNTLN algorithm tries to reover the orret values of xk. Thismeans some of the xk are lose to zero. We an then determine the value of the model order Kfrom the number of nonzero elements of x, and selet the damping fators dk and frequenies fkorrespondingly.Both theoretial and omputational results show that 1-norm SNTLN is able to obtain aurateapproximations with data ontaining a relatively small number of large errors, whih we all"outliers" [10℄. In ontrast, our results show that HSVD and LP have diÆulty in estimating themodel order orretly, and parameters aurately, when some of the errors are large. The SNTLNbased methods an orretly estimate the model order, and the errors in parameter estimatesare muh smaller. III. Computational ResultsWe now present the test results using 1-norm SNTLN (SNTLN1), 2-norm SNTLN (SNTLN2),the HSVD and the LP methods. To onstrut the test problems, we assume that the orretparameter vetor � and amplitude vetor x are known. This information is of ourse not usedin the algorithms tested, but allows us to investigate the ability of the algorithms to reover theApril 6, 2000 DRAFT



7orret � and x, in spite of errors in the data. A total of six test ases were onsidered.In the �rst ase, we used the following values: exat model order K = 4, the preditionorder M = 7, N = 128, �t = 0:0004. The measurement noise wn onsisted of a small random(uniformly distributed) error with magnitude � 10�6 for eah n, and no large errors were added.For SNTLN1, bounds were imposed on d = (d1; : : : ; dM )T and f = (f1; : : : ; fM )T :dlk � dk � dukflk � fk � fuk k = 1; : : : ; 7;where dl = (40; 40; 130; 100; 160; 190; 240);du = (65; 65; 160; 130; 190; 220; 280);fl = (8; 18; 32; 120; 370; 530; 790);fu = (13; 28; 42; 140; 400; 560; 825):A total of 10 test problems were onstruted. For eah problem, the orret values x, d,and f were generated by seleting random values within the bounds. For xk = xRk +p�1xIk,k � K, eah xRk and xIk were randomly seleted in the range [�10; 10℄, and xk was set to zerofor k > K. These test problems were hosen so as to be similar to the NMR signal data problemdesribed in [3℄. For SNTLN1 and SNTLN2, we used the following initial values:dinit = 12 [dl + du℄finit = 12 [fl + fu℄for eah problem. For SNTLN, the tolerane value used to trunate x and estimate the modelorder was set to be 0.02 and for HSVD and LP, the tolerane value used to trunate the singularvalues of Hankel matries formed by the signals was set to be 2:0� 10�5. Those tolerane valueswere hosen based on the knowledge of the approximate size of errors in the signals, as well asthe approximate magnitude of x and y. We measured the performane of eah method on a testproblem in terms of the relative errors:REd = kdA � dk=kdk;REf = kfA � fk=kfk; (III.9)REx = kxA � xk=kxk;where dA, fA, and xA are parameter vetors estimated by a method. The results are summarizedin Table I. For eah method, the average of relative errors over 10 di�erent orret signals areApril 6, 2000 DRAFT



8shown. In this ase, all the methods an orretly estimate the model order. However, we seethat SNTLN based methods performed muh better.In the seond ase, we used the same data as in the �rst ase exept that in addition to the smallrandom error, for 25 randomly seleted n, an outlier Æ = 0:01 were added to the measurementnoise wn. Also the tolerane value used to trunate the singular values of Hankel matries formedby the signals was set to be 0.05, while for SNTLN the tolerane value to trunate x remainedthe same. See Table II for results. Sine in this ase, both the HSVD and the LP methodshad diÆulty in estimating the orret model order, for the purpose of omparison, only thosetest problems for whih those two methods happened to orretly estimate the model order werehosen. SNTLN based methods still estimated the orret model order easily.In the third and fourth ases, the test problems were onstruted in the same way as in theseond test exept that the atual model order K was set to be 5 and 6, respetively. The resultsare shown in Table III and Table IV. TABLE IAverage Relative Errors in f , d, and x for 10 runs. Magnitude of small random errorsis 10�6. No large errors (Æ = 0). Atual model order K = 4.SNTLN1 SNTLN2 HSVD LPREd 2.52e-6 1.36e-6 4.28e-4 3.13e-4REf 1.38e-7 4.87e-7 1.61e-4 6.19e-5REx 8.48e-6 2.63e-6 2.46e-3 5.38e-4TABLE IIAverage Relative Errors in f , d, and x for 10 runs. Magnitude of small random errorsis 10�6. Æ = 0:01. Atual model order K = 4.SNTLN1 SNTLN2 HSVD LPREd 2.71e-6 6.17e-3 2.13e+0 2.69e+0REf 1.54e-7 1.28e-3 9.10e+0 4.85e+0REx 1.22e-5 1.53e-2 8.77e-1 1.08e+0
April 6, 2000 DRAFT



9TABLE IIIAverage Relative Errors in f , d, and x for 10 runs. Magnitude of small random errorsis 10�6. Æ = 0:01. Atual model order K = 5.SNTLN1 SNTLN2 HSVD LPREd 2.13e-6 5.01e-4 3.29e-1 1.70e+0REf 2.33e-7 8.59e-5 3.00e+0 1.86e+0REx 3.41e-5 2.71e-3 1.12e+0 1.21e+0TABLE IVAverage Relative Errors in f , d, and x for 10 runs. Magnitude of small random errorsis 10�6. Æ = 0:01. Atual model order K = 6.SNTLN1 SNTLN2 HSVD LPREd 2.38e-6 2.94e-3 2.57e-1 1.39e+0REf 1.72e-7 1.45e-4 1.86e+0 1.22e+0REx 2.67e-5 5.32e-3 8.43e-1 9.39e-1The �fth and sixth ases are similar to the �rst and seond ases, respetively, exept exatmodel order K = 4, the predition order M = 6 and the bounds were hanged as followsdl = (28:5; 12; 24; 28:5; 12; 24);du = (33; 18; 28:5; 33; 18; 28:5);fl = (40; 70; 100; 220; 320; 550);fu = (60; 80; 140; 270; 380; 600):The results are shown in Table V and Table VI.The remarkable ability of SNTLN1 to obtain the orret parameter and amplitude vetors inspite of large errors in the data and initial estimates, is learly shown. This is due both to theuse of the L1 norm and the imposed bounds. In fat, the errors in the parameters estimated bySNTLN1 are determined by the small (< 10�6) data errors, and are essentially independent ofthe 25 outliers. More test results also show that the SNTLN1 solution is hanged only slightlyby a hange in the size of outliers, Æ. In ontrast, the errors in parameters estimated by othermethods are determined primarily by the largest data errors, and will inrease in proportion to Æ,April 6, 2000 DRAFT



10TABLE VAverage Relative Errors in f , d, and x for 10 runs. Magnitude of small random errorsis 10�6. No large errors (Æ = 0). Atual model order K = 4.SNTLN1 SNTLN2 HSVD LPREd 1.06e-4 1.95e-6 1.06e-3 1.00e-3REf 2.29e-6 1.19e-8 3.21e-5 8.14e-6REx 4.96e-5 5.04e-7 4.46e-4 1.89e-4TABLE VIAverage Relative Errors in f , d, and x for 10 runs. Magnitude of small random errorsis 10�6. Æ = 0:01. Atual model order K = 4.SNTLN1 SNTLN2 HSVD LPREd 2.59e-7 2.98e-3 1.40e+1 1.05e+1REf 9.72e-9 8.90e-5 4.21e+0 2.66e+0REx 1.74e-7 2.45e-3 1.12e+0 6.07e-1as Æ is inreased. While SNTLN2 is not as robust as SNTLN1, it performed signi�antly betterthan the HSVD and the LP.To illustrate the diÆulty enountered by HSVD and LP in estimating the orret model order,we show in the following the singular values of one of the Hankel matries used in the seondtest ase: 0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
1:4825e + 21:9843e + 18:7398e � 15:3410e � 24:7958e � 24:6210e � 24:4174e � 2

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :
The gap whih should our between the 4th and 5th singular values is not identi�ed by thisApril 6, 2000 DRAFT



11result. Now look at the x value obtained by SNTLN1 in the same test run:0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
6:92e + 0 � 3:84e + 0i�4:75e + 0 � 8:07e + 0i�1:88e + 0 + 4:13e + 0i8:67e + 0 � 2:18e + 0i3:44e � 5 � 7:11e � 6i7:73e � 6 + 1:05e � 5i�6:63e � 6 � 2:63e � 6i

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :
We note that there is a well de�ned gap between the 4th and 5th elements. This is true for alltest problems. SNTLN2 also did well in identifying the gap.TABLE VIIValues of d and f when the model order is overestimated. Comparison of SNTLN2,SNTLN1, HSVD, and LP.d 151 116 61.4 57.4f 37.1 127 12.5 21.3dSNTLN2 151 116 61.4 57.4 260fSNTLN2 37.1 127 12.5 21.3 804dSNTLN1 151 116 61.4 57.4 190fSNTLN1 37.1 127 12.5 21.3 376dHSV D 151 116 61.4 57.4 559fHSVD 37.1 127 12.5 21.3 1208dLP 151 116 61.4 57.4 -515fLP 37.1 127 12.5 21.3 -813In Table VII and Table VIII, we show the omputed parameters when the model order wasestimated inorretly in some of our tests. In the SNTLN based method, it is easy to identifythe orret parameters even when the model order is overestimated, sine we an disard thedamping fators and frequenies that orrespond to zero amplitudes. Thus for the SNTLN basedmethod the amplitude was essentially zero for the d and f in the 5th olumn of Table VII. Itis interesting to notie that even when the model order was underestimated, the parametersApril 6, 2000 DRAFT



12TABLE VIIIValues of d and f when the model order is underestimated. Comparison of SNTLN2,SNTLN1, HSVD, and LP.d 155 52.1 41.1 108f 37.7 26.0 9.65 134dSNTLN2 155 52.1 41.1fSNTLN2 37.7 26.0 9.65dSNTLN1 155 52.1 41.1fSNTLN1 37.7 26.0 9.65dHSV D 110 101 19.6fHSVD 37.3 134 11.2dLP 100 90.5 18.4fLP 134 37.2 11.3omputed by the SNTLN based method make a subset of the orret set of parameters. Inontrast, the HSVD and the LP methods produed ompletely wrong parameters when themodel order was underestimated.In summary, we have introdued a new, SNTLN based method for estimating the model orderand parameters in exponential modeling. Then the SNTLN based method was ompared to theHSVD and the LP methods, and its superior apability in estimating the orret model order,and the aurate parameters is shown. Moreover, we have shown the robustness of SNTLN withL1 norm in reovering orret values of parameters, in spite of some large errors in the measureddata. Often in real appliations, estimated bounds on the parameters an be easily obtained. Tofully take advantage of the prior knowledge, for the 1-norm SNTLN based method these boundsan be imposed as onstraints, further improving the robustness.Referenes[1℄ H. Barkjuijsen, R. De Beer and D. Van Ormondt. Improved algorithm for noniterative time-domain model�tting to exponentially damped magneti resonane signals. J. Magneti Resonane 73, pp. 553-557, 1987.[2℄ R. De Beer and D. Van Ormondt. Analysis of NMR data using time-domain �tting proedures. NMR BasiPriniples and Progress series 26, Springer-Verlag, Berlin Heidelberg, pp. 201-248, 1992.[3℄ H. Chen, S. Van Hu�el, D. Ormondt, and R. deBeer. Parameter estimation with prior knowledge of knownApril 6, 2000 DRAFT



13signal poles for the quanti�ation of NMR spetrosopy data in the time domain. J. Magneti Resonane,Series A 119, 225{234, 1996.[4℄ R. Kumaresan and D.W. Tufts. Estimating the parameters of exponentially damped sinusoids and pole-zeromodeling in noise. IEEE Trans. on Aoust., Speeh, Signal Proess., vol. ASSP-30, no. 6, pp. 833-840, De.1982.[5℄ R. Kumaresan, D.W. Tufts, and L.L. Sharf. A prony method for noisy data: hoosing the signal omponentsand seleting the order in exponential signal models. Pro. IEEE 72:2, pp. 230-233, February 1984.[6℄ S.Y. Kung, K.S. Arun and D.V. Bhaskar Rao. State-spae and singular value deomposition-based approxima-tion methods for the harmoni retrieval problem. J. Opt. So. Am. 73, pp.1799-1811, 1983.[7℄ J.B. Rosen, H. Park, and J. Glik. Total least norm formulation and solution for strutured problems. SIAMJournal on Matrix Anal. Appl., 17-1:110-128, 1996.[8℄ J.B. Rosen, H. Park, and J. Glik. Total least norm for linear and nonlinear strutured problems, Reentadvanes in total least squares tehniques and errors-in-variables modeling. Ed. S. Van Hu�el, SIAM, pp.203-214, 1997.[9℄ J.B. Rosen, H. Park, and J. Glik. Strutured total least norm for nonlinear problems. SIAM Journal on MatrixAnal. Appl., 20-1:14-30,1999.[10℄ J. B. Rosen, H. Park, J. Glik, and L. Zhang. Aurate solution to overdetermined linear equations witherrors, using L1 norm minimization. Teh. Rept. 98-7, CSE Dept., UCSD, Jan. 13, 1998. To be published inComputational Optimization & Appliations, 2000.[11℄ J.B. Rosen, H. Park, and J. Glik. Signal Identi�ation Using a Least L1 Norm Algorithm. To be publishedin Optimization & Engineering, 2000.
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